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1.Main Scope of this Study

?? Experimentally test Experimentally test 
the quality of GPS the quality of GPS software packagessoftware packages
by processing long baselinesby processing long baselines
for professional engineering applications.for professional engineering applications.

Software used

SKI-Pro v.3.0

Trimble Geomatics Office v.1.5

Javad Pinnacle v.1.0

2. GPS Data – Baseline Information

?? 15 15 GPS stations (GPS stations (EEuropean uropean PPermanent ermanent NNetwork) etwork) 
?? 1313 baselines from about 60 to 500 Km.  baselines from about 60 to 500 Km.  

?? GPS GPS stations are located in Belgium, Iceland, Italy,        stations are located in Belgium, Iceland, Italy,        
Netherlands and Switzerland.Netherlands and Switzerland.

?? The large spatial site distribution over the EUREF network The large spatial site distribution over the EUREF network 
results in quantitatively different atmospheric errors results in quantitatively different atmospheric errors 
affecting the data.affecting the data.

?? TheThe time duration of the test data covers 21 days, time duration of the test data covers 21 days, 
from 11from 11thth to 31to 31stst of December 2005. of December 2005. 

?? 21 days of 21 days of GPS data processed for each baseline.GPS data processed for each baseline.

?? Using IERSUsing IERS - transformation parameters and site velocitiestransformation parameters and site velocities
coordinates of the reference points are estimated in    coordinates of the reference points are estimated in    
ITRF2000 ITRF2000 for the current epochfor the current epoch.    .    

EPN EPN GPS stationsGPS stations

3. Baseline Processing Parameters

For simplicity and compatibility reasonsFor simplicity and compatibility reasonsidentical processing identical processing 
strategiesstrategies were applied. were applied. 

Processing Processing pparametersarameters

?? CutCut--off angle: 15off angle: 15°°
?? Observation rate: 30 sec (nominally rate for EPN)Observation rate: 30 sec (nominally rate for EPN)
?? Orbit type: IGS final precise ephemerisOrbit type: IGS final precise ephemeris
?? Frequencies: L1 and L2 Frequencies: L1 and L2 
?? Tropospheric model: HopfieldTropospheric model: Hopfield
?? Solution type: Iono free fixedSolution type: Iono free fixed
?? Observing session: One dayObserving session: One day
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3.1 Remarks on Baseline Solutions

?? For three baselines (11, 12, 13) longer than 400Km, no  For three baselines (11, 12, 13) longer than 400Km, no  
Pinnacle solution with fixed ambiguities can be computed  Pinnacle solution with fixed ambiguities can be computed  
due to software restrictions in length.due to software restrictions in length.

?? For bFor b aseline No.10 (Reykjavikaseline No.10 (Reykjavik ––Hoefn), TGO gives a fixed  Hoefn), TGO gives a fixed  
solution solution only for 14 out of 21 only for 14 out of 21 daysdays, something to be   , something to be   
discussed later.discussed later.

?? Software packages give Software packages give too optimistic valuestoo optimistic values for the for the 
aa--posteriori reference variance.posteriori reference variance.

?? The separation of long and short term errors is possible for The separation of long and short term errors is possible for 
a long observation period (21 days a long observation period (21 days ?? 21 sessions). 21 sessions). 

?? Orbital errors, atmospheric errors and multipath may be Orbital errors, atmospheric errors and multipath may be 
highly correlated over a  time span of up to few weeks. highly correlated over a  time span of up to few weeks. 
These are long term errors and do not change significantly   These are long term errors and do not change significantly   
fromfromdayday --toto--dayday .. In our study this assumption is valid.In our study this assumption is valid.

?? Professional engineers often use data of short time periods Professional engineers often use data of short time periods 
(few hours to a couple of days) and the precision is principal(few hours to a couple of days) and the precision is principally  ly  
affected by short term errors.affected by short term errors.

4. Precision measures
For the baseline lengths given by each software:

1st step: The repeatability ( R ) as a weighted rms 1st step: The repeatability ( R ) as a weighted rms –– weights comes from weights comes from 
the Software for each baseline in each daythe Software for each baseline in each day

-Best fitting lines of 21 R - values for each software

-Testing the compatibility between R-values

2nd step: Estimation of the repeatability ( r ) ignoring Softwar2nd step: Estimation of the repeatability ( r ) ignoring Software computed e computed 
weightsweights

--Best fitting lines of 21 rBest fitting lines of 21 r--values values for each software

3rd step: Comparison between R and r3rd step: Comparison between R and r

11stst step: step: RRepeatability R as a epeatability R as a weighted rmsweighted rms

?? Short term precision Short term precision RR, also called , also called RRepeatability, is epeatability, is 
expressed by the expressed by the weighted rmsweighted rms about the mean of about the mean of 
each daily estimate. each daily estimate. 

For For nn independent baseline lengths independent baseline lengths yy ii with their standard with their standard 
deviations                        given by each software, in ourdeviations                        given by each software, in our
case case nn = 21, = 21, RR is computed by:is computed by:

4. Precision measures

Best fitting lines of R- values for each software

Significant correlation between software solutions, Significant correlation between software solutions, 
especially for baselines less than 150 Km. especially for baselines less than 150 Km. 
SkiSki--pro and Pinnacle give the same scale factors. pro and Pinnacle give the same scale factors. 

?? Testing the compatibility between R-values

The ratio             follows F follows F -- distribution.distribution.

The null hypothesis between each pair of softwareThe null hypothesis between each pair of software

is tested against theis tested against thealternative alternative 

For a significance level For a significance level aa=0.05, H=0.05, Hoo is accepted if is accepted if 
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Hypothesis testing

Ho is rejected for ‘Reyk –Hoefn’ (328 Km)

between Skipro-TGO, TGO-Pinnacle 

and marginally between Skipro-Pinnacle.

22ndnd step: step: rrepeatability epeatability ignoringignoring weightsweights

?? Instead of the precision Instead of the precision ss ii
2  2  given by each software and used given by each software and used 

in in RR--formulaformula, in this approach the precision is computed by , in this approach the precision is computed by rr--
formula formula ignoring ignoring ss ii

22 (equal weights = 1)(equal weights = 1)

where xwhere xii the daily equalthe daily equal--weight estimates of the baseline lengths. weight estimates of the baseline lengths. 

?? Best fitting lines of Best fitting lines of rr--values values for each softwarefor each software

Significant correlation between software solutions, Significant correlation between software solutions, 
especially for baselines less than 150 Km. especially for baselines less than 150 Km. 
TGO and Pinnacle give the same scale factors. TGO and Pinnacle give the same scale factors. 

A reductionA reductionof the constant term is noted from R to r fitting of the constant term is noted from R to r fitting 
lines whereas the scale factor increases for TGO, Skilines whereas the scale factor increases for TGO, Ski--pro and pro and 
remains almost the same for Pinnacle.remains almost the same for Pinnacle.

Lines from Lines from R R --valuesvalues

1.511.51 mm mm ++ 0.98 0.98 parts inparts in 101088

0.42 0.42 mm mm ++ 1.86 1.86 parts inparts in 101088

0.95 0.95 mm mm ++ 1.86 1.86 parts inparts in 101088

Lines from Lines from r  r  -- valuesvalues

0.420.42 mmmm + + 1.93 1.93 parts in parts in 101088 TGOTGO
0.35 0.35 mmmm + + 2.542.54 parts in parts in 101088 SkiSki--propro
0.92 0.92 mmmm + + 1.851.85 parts in parts in 101088 PinnaclePinnacle

The two approachesThe two approaches do not differ significantlydo not differ significantly..
The same conclusionThe same conclusion is derived from the statistical test.is derived from the statistical test.

33rdrd PrecisionPrecision ComparisonComparison between R and rbetween R and r

5. Accuracy measures5. Accuracy measures

By Comparing software estimated baseline lengths By Comparing software estimated baseline lengths 
to the to the ““TrueTrue”” lengthslengths

?? ““truetrue”” lengths computed by EPN lengths computed by EPN –– ITRF2000 coordinates.ITRF2000 coordinates.

?? This is a check of the This is a check of the external accuracyexternal accuracy or or reliabilityreliability
as EPNas EPN-- ITRF coordinates derive by means of network ITRF coordinates derive by means of network 
adjustment using more sophisticated software like Bernese andadjustment using more sophisticated software like Bernese and
other high accuracy data sources.other high accuracy data sources.

5.1 Baseline Length Differences and precision R5.1 Baseline Length Differences and precision R

5.2 Baseline Length Differences and precision r5.2 Baseline Length Differences and precision r
--6.9911.138.719.25BRUS-ZIMM

--6.3013.298.1610.87EIJS-ZIMM

--4.747.528.229.15MEDI-ZIMM

7.2421.402.7228.7410.5613.20REYK -HOFN

6.146.503.918.415.155.90TORI-MEDI

4.735.054.550.792.853.62BZRG-MEDI

5.0411.775.855.954.735.60GENO-MEDI

4.205.552.824.953.093.52EIJS-DELF

5.3210.754.109.674.418.89TERS-DELF

3.879.733.689.052.908.13VENE-MEDI

2.466.282.156.671.855.16DOUR -BRUS
2.092.651.552.101.972.66DENT-BRUS

0.811.970.642.820.564.32WARE-BRUS

R-values
WRMS (mm)

Difference (mm)
R-values

WRMS (mm)
Difference (mm)

R-values
WRMS (mm)

Difference 
(mm)

Javad Pinnacle v.1.0Trimble Geomatics Office
v.1.5SKI-PRO v.3.0

BASELINE

5.1 Baseline length differences and precision R5.1 Baseline length differences and precision R
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--9.498.8110.517.61BRUS-ZIMM
--8.8512.349.779.35EIJS-ZIMM

--11.464.858.693.39MEDI-ZIMM

7.0621.673.3028.3721.1711.42REYK -HOFN
6.285.406.5910.787.753.79TORI-MEDI

4.461.963.970.493.123.01BZRG-MEDI
5.0311.645.864.396.081.36GENO-MEDI

4.285.552.785.033.141.13EIJS-DELF
5.289.564.118.865.188.10TERS-DELF

3.8412.963.807.893.147.34VENE-MEDI
2.436.232.426.582.435.11DOUR -BRUS

1.531.621.960.671.972.66DENT-BRUS
0.801.980.642.820.564.32WARE-BRUS

r-values
RMS (mm)Difference 

(mm)

r-values
RMS (mm)Difference (mm)

r-values
RMS (mm)Difference (mm)

Javad Pinnacle v.1.0
Trimble Geomatics Office

v.1.5SKI-PRO v.3.0

BASELINE

5.2 Baseline length differences and precision r5.2 Baseline length differences and precision r 6. Quality Check on raw data for 6. Quality Check on raw data for ‘‘ReykReyk--HoefnHoefn’’ baselinebaseline

Differences between EPN and software solutions for Differences between EPN and software solutions for 
the the ‘‘ReykReyk--HofnHofn ’’ baselinebaselineare about are about three  to fourthree  to four times bigger times bigger 
than than allall other baseline length differences.other baseline length differences.

Probably Accuracy depends on the performance of the Probably Accuracy depends on the performance of the 
GPS receivers and the quality of the software.GPS receivers and the quality of the software.

For that reasonFor that reason::
A quality check on Rinex GPS data was applied A quality check on Rinex GPS data was applied 
using Leica using Leica GNSSQCGNSSQC program.program.

6.16.1 Quality Check ResultsQuality Check Results

1. 1. Tracking Performance on LTracking Performance on L11& L& L22 –– Data CompletenessData Completeness: : 
For both receivers in Reykjavik (AOA SNR8000ACT)For both receivers in Reykjavik (AOA SNR8000ACT)
and in Hoefn (Trimbleand in Hoefn (Trimble 4000SSI)4000SSI) the quality indicatorsthe quality indicatorswere were 
almost almost 100%.100%.

2. 2. Number of Cycle SlipsNumber of Cycle Slips:: Many cycle slips, especially for the Many cycle slips, especially for the 
receiver in Hoefn and only for a few days.receiver in Hoefn and only for a few days.

3.3. The receiver clock offsetThe receiver clock offset: : 
Change in clock bias changes the observations (see plots). Change in clock bias changes the observations (see plots). 

?? Clock behavior: Clock behavior: Unpredictable jumps influences the observationsUnpredictable jumps influences the observations ..

Predictable clock behavior (constant bias eliminable),Predictable clock behavior (constant bias eliminable), swing widely constantswing widely constant

?? Reprocessing  Reprocessing  the the ‘‘ReykReyk--HoefnHoefn ’’ baseline excluding databaseline excluding data
with cycle slips and big clock variations:with cycle slips and big clock variations:

?? All softwareAll softwareresolvedresolved the ambiguities (including TGO soft.)the ambiguities (including TGO soft.)

?? The baseline vectors changed insignificantly The baseline vectors changed insignificantly -- only few  only few  
millimetersmillimeters
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7. Conclusions7. Conclusions

?? SkiSki--pro, TGO and Pinnacle software showed pro, TGO and Pinnacle software showed almost the same behavior..

?? Obtained precision by software baseline adjustments is too optimistic.

?? Precision gets more realistic when expressed by repeatability measures.

?? A repeatability scatterA repeatability scatter can be modeled by a best fitting line.a best fitting line.

?? DifferencesDifferences in baselines lengths between the software estimated and the 
‘EPN –coordinates ’ which derived are of the order of few millimeters.

?? Commercial software packagesCommercial software packages can produce reliable results and be used can produce reliable results and be used 
in almost any type of professional engineering projects.in almost any type of professional engineering projects.

?? More sophisticated analysisMore sophisticated analysis on data processingon data processing is neededis needed when processing 
very long baselines (over 500 Km) or long baselines (over 500 Km) or in producing high accuracy estimates, producing high accuracy estimates, 
like site velocities. like site velocities. 


